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Life screams at you. Breaks hearts, bones, 
promises. Only one thing helps: resist. 
ADAM13 documents your life and calls for a 
new start and escape. A rock duo as 
association machine: Apollo 13. Adam and 
Eve. Paradise and rockets. Guitar and 
Drums. Jon Spencer and the Black Keys. 
ADAM13 knows  and recognizes the 
suffering and gives it a golden hand edge 
blow. Give everything, not only what is just 
enough. 


Yes, now one knows: for a brilliant sound one 
does not need an entire orchestra. And yet 
there are bands were one is surprised how 
two people can weave together such colorful 
soundscapes. ADAM13 is one such 

example. Phatsen (guitar & vocals) and 
Brauer (drums & vocals) move in an electrifying field between extreme discipline, timing, 
elaborate breaks, trenchant riffs and licks, sharp lyrics and that what hard work frees up: 
excess, chemistry, new resources, and a deeply contented internal and external smile 
when counting down and recounting their songs.  

The Berlin-based duo called its second album ZWEI MACH EINS. A pun on two persons 
doing one thing together and a couple separating into one and one. And also on Mach 1, 
the sound of speed. ADAM13 is speeding through ten songs between nervous big city 
blues, dirty desert rock and the crumbs and left-overs of love. Using vintage microphones 
and high-end technology, the band transformed its rehearsal space into a secret Abbey 
Road Studio cabin.


The new album’s first single release „Schweinehundbezwingerdinger" became an instant 
hit for ADAM13 - with more than 5.000 plays on Spotify in less than a week, especially in 
New York City! That led to a sold out show with Grammy-Award-winner Fantastic Negrito, 
airplay on a couple of college radios and the certainty, that you have to have this dynamic 
duo on your list for 2019. 


ADAM13 Facts:

- from Berlin, founded 2013

- Phatsen: guitar & vocals // Brauer: drums & vocals

- Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/1dUs6rnuTo2y7rJzYWFB1Q?

si=cpXkjfTpTLCXjBdGOGkzww

- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/adam13berlin/

- Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/adam13_instakram/

- Youtube: https://youtu.be/TP8S7lFYR2Q

- Web: adam13.de
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Discography: 
- Doof (Single), 2014 

- Nicht doof (EP), 2014

- Knast im Kopf (Album), 2015

- Schweinehundbezwingerdinger (Single), 2018

- Jaja (Single), 2018

- Tinder (und den Rest, den ich für Liebe halte), 2019

- Zwei Mach Eins (Album), 2019


Live shows: 
26.01.2019 - Schneiders Bestival, Eberswalde

20.02.2019 - Pooca, Hamburg

23.02.2019 - Supamolly, Berlin 

…more dates soon!
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